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Introduction

The Annual Report for 2017 is provided to the community of Middleton Public School as an account of the school's
operations and achievements throughout the year. 

It provides a detailed account of the progress the school has made to provide high quality educational opportunities for
all students, as set out in the school plan. It outlines the findings from self–assessment that reflect the impact of key
school strategies for improved learning and the benefit to all students from the expenditure of resources, including equity
funding.

Anne Norton                                                                                             Vicki Wright

Relieving Principal                                                                                     Instructional Leader Literacy and Numeracy

School contact details

Middleton Public School
Medlyn St
Parkes, 2870
www.middleton-p.schools.nsw.edu.au
middleton-p.School@det.nsw.edu.au
6862 1864
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Message from the Principal

I am very honoured to work with professional and dedicated staff at MPS who provide Quality Teaching and Learning
activities within curricular and extra–curricular programs. At MPS the wellbeing of every member of the School
Community is foremost.

The school has a strong and committed P&C, who through ongoing fundraising activities, financed improvements to the
school grounds and purchased representative shirts.

MPS students have proudly achieved in a wide range of academic, sporting and cultural activities during 2017.

Our involvement in Early Action for Success through the expertise of a highly trained Instructional Leader has been
extremely advantageous for our K–3 students. Year 3 achieved excellent results in NAPLAN assessments which is an
indication of the success of early intervention in the Infant years.

Three students received Distinction Awards in the ICAS competitions in English, Science and Mathematics and six
students achieved Credit Awards. One Year 6 student was placed in the top 10% of the Maths Olympiads Competition,
one in the top 20% and one in the top 25% which was a fantastic effort.

Our students performed remarkably well in public speaking competitions gaining a second in the Parkes Action Club
Public Speaking Competition.

Proud sporting moments include our Middleton High Fliers winning the Division A NSW Netball Schools Cup Competition
and eight students representing Western at the NSW PSSA State Carnival in a range of sports. A Year 6 girl, at State
Carnival, broke the Senior Girls high jump record with 1m 46cm and one Year 5 girl was selected into the NSW PSSA
State Cricket Squad to play at the National Titles.

Anne Norton

Relieving Principal
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School background

School vision statement

Middleton Public School enables students to achieve their Personal Best. Committed staff provide high quality teaching
and learning enabling students to develop respectful, responsible and positive attitudes.  

School context

Middleton Public School had an enrolment in 2017 of 268 students. 55 students identified as Aboriginal.

Middleton is a proud member or the Henry Parkes Learning Community (HPLC).

The school has 11 classes. Support for students is provided through high quality programs including Reading Recovery,
MiniLit, MultiLit and intervention to target all students achieving their Personal Best.

The Well Being of students is a priority at MPS. A social skills program operates daily to cater and provide for those
students with needs.

The school operates within modern buildings, a computer laboratory, a well–stocked library, with interactive whiteboards
in each classroom and an inviting playground consisting of several grassed playing/sporting fields, undercover shaded
area, basketball courts, cricket nets, pebble pit, playground equipment and Waste To Art creations enhance our
playground..

The school operates some exceptional programs. It has a very effective Positive Behaviour for Learning program,
Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Program including vegetable gardens and two orchards, Live Life Well Program
and this year we began as an Early Action for Success school. This has given us an Instructional Leader in Literacy and
Numeracy. Middleton has a strong academic, sporting and cultural history.

Middleton Minis, a Kindergarten Orientation program operates in Term 3 and Term 4 situated in the Live Better
Pre–school which is an on– site pre–school operating four days a week. Students from Live Better transition into
Middleton Public School Kindergarten classes the following year.

A Wiradjuri Language program is taught K–6..
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Self-assessment and school achievement

Self-assessment using the School Excellence Framework

This section of the Annual Report outlines the findings from self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework,
school achievements and the next steps to be pursued.

This year, our school undertook self–assessment using the School Excellence Framework. The framework supports
public schools throughout NSW in the pursuit of excellence by providing a clear description of high quality practice
across the three domains of Learning, Teaching and Leading

Learning

In the elements of Learning Culture, Wellbeing, Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting the school's on–balance
judgement is Delivering.

Teaching

In the elements of Effective Classroom Practice, Data Skills and Use, Professional Standards and Learning and
Development the school's on–balance judgement is Delivering.

Leading

In the elements of Educational Leadership, School Planning, Implementation and Reporting, School Resources and
Management Practices and Processes the school's on–balance judgement is Delivering.

Our self–assessment process will assist the school to refine our school plan, leading to further improvements in the
delivery of education to our students.

For more information about the School Excellence Framework:

https://education.nsw.gov.au/teaching–and–learning/school–excellence–and–accountability/sef–evidence–guide 
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Strategic Direction 1

Engaged Learning

Purpose

Students will be actively engaged in purposeful, challenging and stimulating high quality learning experiences which will
allow them to achieve their personal best in readiness for the 21st Century and beyond.

Overall summary of progress

In 2017 the school began its journey as an Early Action for Success school. This allowed us to monitor and complete
PLAN data for student progress in Literacy and Numeracy on the relevant Continuums for K–3 in 5 week blocks.

K–6 staff attended ongoing Professional Learning on PLAN data entry and the Continuums.

Staff used the data gained through PLAN to drive their Teaching and Learning programs in 5 week blocks

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

Students will move one cluster
marker or better in writing using
the Literacy continuum.

$10 000 expended L3
training

$4 000 Minilit

$20 000  .2 Teacher
intervention

In Kindergarten 55%, Year One 60% and Year Two
46% of students reached the EAfS expectation in
Reading.

100% of all students moved one cluster or better in
Writing as per Literacy Continuum.

A reduction in Planning Room
time, suspensions and referrals.

$500 PBL budget There was an 8.5% reduction in Warning Days
served and 3.9% reduction in students who
attended the Planning Room.

There was a reduction in suspensions in 2017
against 2016 figures.
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Next Steps

In 2018, our second year as an Early Action for Success school, we will be continuing Professional Development on
the Literacy and Numeracy Progressions.

Staff will be using PLAN2 to understand each child's learning progression.

K–2 staff will continue L3 ongoing training. Staff will attend Professional Learning in various aspects of Literacy and will
collaborate with staff to inform on teaching strategies and practices to improve student outcomes

Student behaviour and wellbeing will be documented on Sentral. This will allow for a more fluid access and
understanding of incidences. School and other services will benefit from a standard, printable evidence based document.
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Strategic Direction 2

Quality Teaching

Purpose

Professional staff embracing and embedding effective teaching practices in classrooms by fostering a culture that has
learning at the centre of all school decisions and directions.

Overall summary of progress

All staff have been engaged in professional dialogue through Stage Meetings and Professional Learning .

Quality Teaching is embedded in Teaching and Learning Programs that have been developed through staff collaboration
.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

* Staff demonstrate a deep
understanding of quality teaching
in their classroom practices.

$19 000 expended on Staff
Development

$12 000 technology

Staff attended ongoing Professional Learning in
areas specific to the School Plan.

All staff completed the Performance and
Development Process.

K–3 staff entered data on PLAN  in consultation
with Literacy and Numeracy Continuums. This
was used to inform quality teaching. 

Instructional Leader working closely with K–2 in the
further development of Literacy and Numeracy.

MPS became an EAfS school.

Instructional Leader attended PL in Building
Numeracy Leadership.

Beginning and ongoing teachers training in L3.

Reading Recovery ongoing PL.

How2Learn strategies introduced to staff.
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Next Steps

Staff will complete further professional dialogue on their Performance and Development Plans and continue to provide
ongoing feedback to their peers through the Quality Teaching coaching/mentoring program.

Our Instructional Leader will continue to work closely with K–6 staff for development in EAfS, Progressions, L3,  Building
Numeracy and Literacy.

Staff will be further upskilled in Growth Mindset Learning through the How2Learn Program.
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Strategic Direction 3

Community Partnerships

Purpose

To build stronger relationships as an educational community through leadership and the development of a culture of
collaboration, active and engaged communication, empowered leadership and organisational effectiveness at Middleton
Public School and as part of the Henry Parkes Learning Community.

Overall summary of progress

The school has received wonderful support from our parent body and the wider community which has enhanced
opportunities for the students.

The Henry Parkes Learning Community promoted a successful combined school display at the Parkes Show.

The school and Parent and Citizens Association were involved in a variety of community activities including Live Life
Well, the ANZAC Day Dawn service and March, representation at the Remembrance Day Service, Easter Hat Parade, a
Big Screen Outside Movie Night, Colour Run and Dad's Day, PBL Fun Fairs, newspaper exposure Paint the Town
REaD, Education Day, Community Market Days at Cooke Park,  the Live Better Preschool which is located on the school
site and interaction via the MPS and P and C Facebook pages.

Progress towards achieving improvement measures

Improvement measures
(to be achieved over 3 years)

Funds Expended
(Resources)

Progress achieved this year

* Increased community
involvement with PBL and school
activities

$15 000 Stronger Smarter
Training

$3 000 Casual SLSO
supporting Kitchen Garden

The Phoenix and Champion Post utilised to
promote the school and activities.

Five staff members organise the submitting of
articles into Facebook to communicate events and
publish activities that have taken place.

 A very successful Colour Run was held in
conjunction with the P and C to raise funds for the
school. The response was extremely positive and
there are plans to hold another in 2018.

Parents and the community were keenly involved in
our PBL reward days.  They assisted in a number of
fete stalls.

Principal and executive staff attended HPLC
meetings and contributed to agendas that allowed
the showcasing of the Parkes public schools at the
Parkes Show.

Three staff were trained in the Stronger, Smarter
Leadership Program to support school wellbeing.
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Next Steps

Further utilise Facebook to market our school as well as for communication to parents about events.

A Colour Run to be organised for later in 2018.

New playground equipment to be erected with soft fall to assist with student wellbeing.
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Key Initiatives Resources (annual) Impact achieved this year

Aboriginal background loading $54 738 allocated

$6 000 Casual Aboriginal
Education Officer

$15 000 Stronger Smarter

$30 000 .5 School Learning
Support Officer

 • Aboriginal background
loading ($29 608.00)

Students identified by the Learning and
Support Team have completed Literacy
Intervention Programs and
have demonstrated a solid improvement in
their Literacy.

Low level adjustment for disability $137 167 allocated

$100 000 Learning and
Support Teacher

$30 000 .5 School Learning
Support Officer

 • Low level adjustment for
disability ($30 999.00)

Students requiring low level adjustments are
supported and catered for through
Individualised Learning Support Plans.

Socio–economic background $187 310 allocated

$100 000 Teacher
employed to support
Literacy and Numeracy

.3 teacher Learning and
Support

$15 000 Casual Teacher for
Middleton Minis

$2 000 Casual SLSO for
Middleton Minis

 • Socio–economic
background ($93 546.00)

Student Assistance is available for any family
who requests support to enable their child to
positively engage in all areas of
the curriculum, including welfare.
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Student information

Student enrolment profile

Enrolments

Students 2014 2015 2016 2017

Boys 116 114 112 114

Girls 132 145 159 155

It is a requirement that the reporting of information for
all students be consistent with privacy and personal
information policies.

Overall enrolment at Middleton has been stable.

Student attendance profile

School

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017

K 95.5 95.2 92.2 93.1

1 95.8 94.3 93 93.5

2 93.6 95.1 94.1 92.2

3 94.6 91.7 95.2 94.1

4 94.1 94.8 89.8 95

5 93.9 92.9 93.9 90.7

6 91.4 94.2 91.2 93

All Years 94.1 94 92.8 93

State DoE

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017

K 95.2 94.4 94.4 94.4

1 94.7 93.8 93.9 93.8

2 94.9 94 94.1 94

3 95 94.1 94.2 94.1

4 94.9 94 93.9 93.9

5 94.8 94 93.9 93.8

6 94.2 93.5 93.4 93.3

All Years 94.8 94 94 93.9

Management of non-attendance

Student attendance rates continue to remain high and
consistent with the state average. In 2017, School
attendance was monitored by teachers, our Learning
and Support Team, the Home School Liaison Officer
and the Aboriginal Community Liaison Officer to ensure
consistent attendance rates for all students.

Workforce information

Workforce composition

Position FTE*

Principal 1

Deputy Principal(s) 0

Assistant Principal(s) 3

Head Teacher(s) 0

Classroom Teacher(s) 8.32

Teacher of Reading Recovery 0.42

Learning & Support Teacher(s) 1

Teacher Librarian 0.6

Teacher of ESL 0

School Counsellor 0

School Administration & Support
Staff

2.55

Other Positions 0

*Full Time Equivalent

The Australian Education Regulation, 2014 requires
schools to report on the Aboriginal composition of their
workforce.

We have an identified Wiradjuri Language
Tutor working with Kindergarten to Year 6.

Teacher qualifications

All teaching staff meet the professional requirements
for teaching in NSW public schools. 

Teacher qualifications

Qualifications % of staff

Undergraduate degree or diploma 100

Postgraduate degree 5

Professional learning and teacher accreditation

During 2017, Staff participated in a variety of
Professioanl Learning activities including:

L3 (Language, Literacy and Learning) for Kindergarten
and Stage 1

CPR, Anaphylaxis Training

How 2 Learn

Visible Learning with John Hattie

Challenging Learning
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Positive Behaviour For Learning

Stronger, Smarter

Child Protection Update

LAST Network Meetings

Principal Conferences

LEAP Conference

Technology

Oliver–new Library system

Leading and Managing Business Reform– new school
administration system

Sentral

Financial information (for schools
using both OASIS and SAP/SALM)

Financial information

The three financial summary tables cover 13 months
(from 1 December 2016 to 31 December 2017). 

The financial summary consists of school income
broken down by funding source and is derived from the
school Annual Financial Statement. 

Receipts $

Balance brought forward 325,781

Global funds 256,468

Tied funds 380,824

School & community sources 74,010

Interest 3,861

Trust receipts 3,854

Canteen 0

Total Receipts 719,018

Payments

Teaching & learning

Key Learning Areas 36,214

Excursions 3,362

Extracurricular dissections 29,787

Library 5,881

Training & Development 4,108

Tied Funds Payments 307,123

Short Term Relief 45,178

Administration & Office 43,593

Canteen Payments 0

Utilities 52,285

Maintenance 33,274

Trust Payments 2,076

Capital Programs 0

Total Payments 562,881

Balance carried forward 481,918

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

The information provided in the financial summary
includes reporting from 1 January 2017 to 31
December 2017. 
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2017 Actual ($)

Opening Balance 0

Revenue 505,172

Appropriation 481,918

Sale of Goods and Services 5,365

Grants and Contributions 17,766

Gain and Loss 0

Other Revenue 0

Investment Income 123

Expenses -229,174

Recurrent Expenses -229,174

Employee Related -131,045

Operating Expenses -98,129

Capital Expenses 0

Employee Related 0

Operating Expenses 0

SURPLUS / DEFICIT FOR THE
YEAR

275,999

Balance Carried Forward 275,999

The Opening balance for the 2017 school financial year
is displayed in the OASIS table as Balance brought
forward. The financial summary table for the year
ended 31 December 2017 shows the Opening balance
as $0.00 because the Opening balance for the 2017
school financial year is reported in the OASIS table (as
Balance brought forward). 

The amount displayed in the Appropriation category of
the financial summary table is drawn from the Balance
carried forward shown in the OASIS table and includes
any financial transactions in SAP the school has
undertaken since migration from OASIS to SAP/SALM.
For this reason the amount shown for Appropriation will
not equal the OASIS Balance carried forward amount. 

Financial summary equity funding

The equity funding data is the main component of the
'Appropriation' section of the financial summary above. 

2017 Actual ($)

Base Total 1,829,845

Base Per Capita 41,416

Base Location 39,380

Other Base 1,749,050

Equity Total 379,215

Equity Aboriginal 54,738

Equity Socio economic 187,310

Equity Language 0

Equity Disability 137,167

Targeted Total 72,980

Other Total 198,946

Grand Total 2,480,986

Figures presented in this report may be subject to
rounding so may not reconcile exactly with the bottom
line totals, which are calculated without any rounding. 

A full copy of the school’s financial statement is tabled
at the annual general meetings of the parent and/or
community groups. Further details concerning the
statement can be obtained by contacting the school.

School performance

NAPLAN

In the National Assessment Program, the results across
the Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 literacy and
numeracy assessments are reported on a scale from
Band 1 to Band 10. The achievement scale
represents increasing levels of skills
and understandings demonstrated in these
assessments.

Thirty–seven Year 3 students participated in the
NAPLAN Literacy tests.  37.8% of Year 3 students for
Reading, 52.7% for Writing, 44.5% for Spelling and
41.6% for Grammar and Punctuation achieved in the
top two bands.  Four Year 3 Aboriginal students
participated in the NAPLAN Literacy tests. 50% for
Reading, 25% for Writing, 50% for Spelling and 50% for
Grammar and Punctuation. These results are a notable
increase on 2016 NAPLAN.

According to Aboriginal Trend Data our students are
well above state in all areas of Literacy.

Thirty–Eight Year 5 students participated in the
NAPLAN Literacy tests. 60.5% of Year 5 students for
Reading, 60.5% for Writing, 68.5% for Spelling
and 60.5% for Grammar and Punctuation. 15.4% of
Aboriginal students achieved in band 7 for Reading,
compared to zero in 2015 and 2016. 23.1% of
Aboriginal students achieved in band 7 for Grammar
and Punctuation compared to zero in 2016.
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Year 5 Trend Aboriginal Data students are above the
state in Reading, Writing and Grammar and
Punctuation and fell below in Spelling.
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Thirty–six Year 3 students participated in the Year 3
NAPLAN Numeracy tests. 75.1 % of all students and
33.3% of Aboriginal students achieved in the top 4
bands. Trend Data showed an improvement from 2015
and 2016 for all students.

Thirty–five Year 5 students participated in the NAPLAN
Numeracy tests. 62.8% of all students and 63.6% of
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Aboriginal students achieved in the top 4 bands.

62.9% of all Year 5 students and 54.6% of Aboriginal
students achieved in the top 4 bands in Number,
Patterns and Algebra. 65.7% of all students and 63.7%
of Aboriginal students achieved in the top 4 bands in
Data, Measurement, Space and Geometry.

The My School website provides detailed
information and data for national literacy and numeracy
testing. Go to http://www.myschool.edu.au to access
the school data.

Premier's Priorities: Improving education results

The Premier's Priority is to have 8% more students
achieving in the top 2 NAPLAN bands for Literacy and
Numeracy by 2019.

Thirty–seven students participated in the Year 3
NAPLAN Literacy tests. 2.3% more in Reading, 33%
more in Writing, 21% more in Spelling and 12.5% more
in Grammar and Punctuation achieved in the top 2
bands. MPS has attained and exceeded the goal in
Literacy.

Thirty–six students participated in the Year 3 NAPLAN
Numeracy tests. 12% less in Number, 8.7% less in
Data and Measurement and 5.9% less in Number,
Patterns and Algebra achieved in the top 2 bands
however, there was notable movement up from the
bottom three bands towards to top bands.

Thirty–eight students participated in the Year 5
NAPLAN Literacy test. .8% less in Reading, .6% more
in Writing, 9.4% more in Spelling and 4.6% less in
Grammar and Punctuation achieved in the top 2 bands.
Thirty–five students participated in the Year 5 NAPLAN
Numeracy tests. 10.7% less in Numeracy, 10.7% less
in Data and Measurement and 16.7% less in Number,
Patterns and Algebra achieved in the top 2 bands. Staff
being professional developed in Building Numeracy will
address this in 2018 for all students.

The Premier's Priority is to have 30% more of
Aboriginal students in the top 2 bands by 2019.

Four Aboriginal students participated in the 2017
NAPLAN Year 3 Literacy tests. 50% in Reading, 25% in
Writing, 50% in Spelling and 50% in Grammar and
Punctuation achieved in the top 2 bands. The results
are a notable % increase on 2016 results.

Three Aboriginal students participated in the 2017
NAPLAN Year 3 Numeracy tests. 0% in Numeracy,
33% in Data and Measurement and 0% in Number,
Patterns and Algebra achieved in the top 2 bands,
however 33% did succeed in band 4 for Number,
Patterns and Algebra.

Thirteen Aboriginal students participated in the 2017
NAPLAN Year 5 Literacy tests. 15.4% in Reading, 0%
in Writing, 7.7% in Spelling and 23.1% in Grammar and
Punctuation achieved in the top 2 bands. Notable %
increases in Reading and Grammar and Punctuation
were recorded.

Eleven Aboriginal students participated in the 2017
NAPLAN Numeracy tests. 0% in Numeracy, Data and
Measurement and Number, Patterns and Algebra
achieved in the top 2 bands however, they did achieve
in band 4.

State Priorities: Better services–Improving
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Aboriginal education outcomes

Regular attendance and engagement at school is
extremely important for achieving in core skills, such as
literacy and numeracy, and to reduce Indigenous
disadvantage. MPS is working with key stake holders to
ensure that the well being of Indigenous students is met
and provides quality teaching to ensure
engagement which encourages daily attendance.

MPS has creatively collaborated with the
Aboriginal community to ensure the Wiradjuri language
is taught K–6, Indigenous literature and culture is
instilled in units of work, NAIDOC day is celebrated
and student assistance and breakfasts are available.
Personalised Learning Plans enable Aboriginal
students to access quality education. This builds
bridges between public agencies, the community,
engaging parents or community–based organisations.

Parent/caregiver, student, teacher
satisfaction

Each year schools are required to seek the opinions of
parents, students and teachers about the school.

Their responses are presented below.

87% of parents or carers agreed or strongly agreed
that the school executives value the contributions of
individuals and groups.

84% of parents and carers think teachers treat the
children with courtesy and are responsive when
discussing their child's education with them.

The Welfare Programs operating at the school that are
run well are:
 • PBL
 • Peer Support
 • Social Skills including Drug Education
 • Anti–Bullying

Policy requirements

Aboriginal education

Our school encourages all staff to respect Aboriginal
history, cultural and contemporary Aboriginal Australia.
 • Wiradjuri Language is taught to all students from

Kindergarten to Year 6.
 • The Junior AECG Representatives were elected

early in 2017. These representatives met and
collaborated with other Junior AECG
representatives within the Parkes community.

 • Aboriginal perspectives are integrated, as
appropriate into units of work and across the K–6
curriculum.

 • Personalised Learning Plans continued to be
implemented for each Aboriginal student in our
school

 • Acknowledgement of Country conducted before
every assembly and official
presentations/ceremonies.

 • Celebration of NAIDOC
 • One child accessed Reading Recovery
 • Twenty–one students accessed Multilit and Minilit

Literacy, Heather Harvey word attack and SRA
comprehension

Multicultural and anti-racism education

Multi–cultural Education at MPS is taught through the
units of work in Human Society and Its Environment
(HSIE).

We celebrated Harmony Day and invited a South
African born family to present and share their culture,
including food, dress, art, wild life and personal
belongings to staff and K–6.
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MPS is an official "White Ribbon" school.  The vision
and mission statements are communicated to students
and the community during Personal Development units
of work to enhance awareness.

The values of respect, tolerance and justice are taught
explicitly to all students through units of work and PBL.

Other school programs

Year 4 Radio Program

Twelve student from Year 4 were excited to become
radio announcers on 97.7 Valley FM in 2017. Three
students every term prepare a radio program together,
interviewing and writing about events taking place at
MPS. They also select songs and gather jokes to share
with their listeners.

Middleton Minis

Middleton Minis operates on–site on Fridays during
Term 3 and Term 4 every year. It provides
pre–schoolers with a positive transition from Minis into
the exciting world of Kindergarten the following year at
Middleton. In 2017 it was run by the incoming
Kindergarten teachers for 2018 and an SLSO. Children
experienced varying craft activities, exploring the
school, story time, using the canteen and became
familiar with the rules and responsibilities to ready them
for the big school.

Talent Quest

2017 saw some extremely entertaining and talented
students perform in the Annual Talent Quest. Acts
included singing, poetry, dancing, gymnastics and
karate.

Waste to Art

In 2017 the school entered the Waste to Art
Competition and produced an entry called "Blue
Chihuly" which was inspired by Dale Chihuly. We were
local Winners and went on to achieve a Regional Highly
Commended.

K–1 and 2–6 Choirs

The two choirs meet at lunchtimes to rehearse songs
for School Assemblies and Open Days. The 2–6 Choir
sang at fetes at Southern Cross and
Rosedurnate senior citizen centres, Carols in the Park
and our Presentation Evening.

Robotics

Western Student Conference staff visited the school
and introduced K–4 students to robotics. Students were
introduced to Ozobot Bit 2.0 which is a robot that is
programmed to move and perform using colours. The
Stage 2 students had the opportunity to develop coding
skills to use their Ozobot to solve simple problems.

MPS purchased programmable robots which
were introduced to students during computer lessons.
Stage 3 students also worked on coding during
computer sessions.

Dad in Schools Day

In Term 1 Kindergarten celebrated Dads in School Day
with the assistance of men from Centacare who
strongly promoted the importance of increasing the
involvement of dads and grandfathers at school.
Stories, craft and sporting activities, photo sessions and
a sausage sizzle made the day a very special event.

Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden Program

Stage 2 students participate in the growing, harvesting,
cooking and eating of vegetables produced in their
gardens. The program involves many areas of the
curriculum including Mathematics, Literacy, Science
and Art.
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